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ABSTRACT
Transparent ceramics are an important class of optical materials with applications in
high-strength windows, radiation detectors and high-power lasers. Despite the many successful
developments of the past decades, their challenging fabrication still needs to be perfected to
achieve a better consistency in optical quality. In particular, ternary phase materials such as
Yttrium Aluminum Garnet (YAG, Y3Al5O12), a long standing high-power laser host, require a
precise control of stoichiometry, often beyond the precision of current analytical techniques, in
order to reduce scattering losses and the presence of deleterious point defects. This work
explores the potential of Laser-Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy (LIBS) for the quantitative
analysis of ceramic compositions near stoichiometry. We have designed a compact and
automated LIBS system to determine the plasma composition of sintered mixtures of Y2O3Al2O3 near the garnet composition. The performance of our setup is evaluated and compared to
conventional techniques. Optimized conditions for the acquisition of plasma emission spectra are
discussed and the intensity ratios of Y+ and Al in the 300 to 400nm spectral range are analyzed
using simple plasma models. The results show that, for the selected parameters of our
experiments, the fluctuations in plasma temperature are minimal, and the stability of the plasma
is improved. Current results show that ceramic compositions can be resolved within 1 at% in
oxide and several suggestions are proposed to further increase the accuracy and precision of the
method.
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CHAPTER 1 :
MOTIVATION FOR THIS WORK
With recent advances in solid-state laser-materials research, transparent ceramics have
emerged as promising alternatives to single-crystals and glasses for high-energy and high-power
applications. The reason for this lies in the unique fabrication advantages that the ceramic
process offers in terms of size scalability (up to hundreds of cm2), optical homogeneity, and
dopant profile engineering.

Figure 1: A picture of a transparent YAG ceramic block. The inset picture is a typical
microscopic image which shows grains of the ceramic.

While the first demonstration of a laser oscillation in a ceramic of Dy:CaF2 [1] was
reported as early as 1964, months after the invention of the laser, it took forty years of
development to improve the material quality in order to obtain laser performances similar to
those of single crystals. In that respect, the development of yttrium-aluminum-garnet (YAG, or
1

Y3Al5O12) laser ceramics is particularly interesting: developed in the early 80s [2] at Philips
Research Laboratories for lighting applications, it was not until the pioneering work of A. Ikesue
and his first demonstration of a Nd:YAG polycrystalline laser in 1995, that laser grade ceramics
came to the lime light [3]. Since then, several important milestones in laser-power scaling were
achieved [4, 5], with comparable or better performances to those of single crystals (42% slope
efficiency for a Nd:YAG ceramic versus 49% for single crystal [5]). CW lasers producing over
100 kW power have been recently demonstrated by US-based corporations 1 using ceramic slabs
from Konoshima Chemical Co. in Japan; an achievement which would have been impossible by
power scaling of single crystal lasers of YAG. Despite those remarkable successes, the
production of high quality (i.e. low loss) laser-grade ceramics is still an art more than a science:
production yields are low 2 and the process consistency is poor.
The issue arises from the fact that the quality of ceramics highly depends on their
composition. As for most multinary compounds, YAG included, any departure from the phase
stoichiometric composition (Y: Al = 3: 5 or 𝑌2 𝑂3 : 𝐴𝑙2 𝑂3 =

37.5 𝑚𝑜𝑙 %

) strongly affects the optical

62.5 𝑚𝑜𝑙 %

properties of the material either through the formation of scattering centers (secondary phases
and pores) or color centers (intrinsic point defects). In that sense, the optical quality of YAG is
particularly sensitive to this effect due to the very narrow composition range that defines the
garnet phase. Often described as a “line compound” in reference to the Al2O3-Y2O3 phase
diagram, recent studies have estimated the width of the phase domain to be on the order of 0.1
mol % [6].

1
2

Northrop Grumman Co., Textron Inc., Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL)
Konoshima Co. reported YAG powder yields of about 20% in 2009.

2

Figure 2: Microstructure of a typical ceramic material with main optical scattering sources: 1grain boundaries and secondary phases, 2- residual pores, 3- double refraction, 4- inclusions, 5surface roughness.
In addition, it is interesting to realize that, contrary to the growth of single-crystals, which
often involves the concomitant existence of a liquid-solid interface (at which impurities and
extraneous phases can segregate out of the crystal), the fabrication of optical ceramics does not.
This sets a more stringent requirement for composition control in transparent ceramics than for
single-crystal growth. In the case of YAG ceramics, it is still common practice to use trial and
error methods in order to hit the stoichiometric composition. This naturally leads to deviation
from stoichiometry from batch to batch and at the various fabrication steps involved in the
preparation of ceramics.
To solve this problem, we need to assess the capabilities and features of current analytical
techniques. First of all, the technique must be able to perform multi-elemental analysis and be
sensitive enough to sense small departure from stoichiometry (0.1 mol% in the case of YAG).

3

Moreover, the experimental setup needs to be inexpensive. A minimal sample preparation would
also be a great asset in the deployment of the technique for powder, green-body and ceramic
analysis. It is worthy to mention that, contrary to most work in the field, we are not specifically
looking at quantifying dopant or trace elements in YAG but rather major elements, aluminum
and yttrium. At last, it would be an advantage to rely on a (quasi-) non-destructive method.
These considerations lead us to investigate the potential of Laser-Induced Breakdown
Spectroscopy (LIBS). The principle of this technique consists in ablating the sample with a highenergy laser pulse and producing a plasma as a result of the high excitation density which
emission is used to determine chemical composition.
The present work proposes an original, fast, sensitive, robust, and non-destructive method
with little sample preparation. The goal of this study is to link the intensity ratio of major
elements in YAG (Al and Y) to the actual composition of the sample. The idea is originated from
the fact that the intensities of the plasma emission lines are directly related to the concentration
of species according to the Saha-Eggert equation.
The next chapter (chapter 2) motivates our goals from the point of view of the
development of YAG optical ceramics.
Chapter 3 gives a short review of the state-of-the-art in LIBS and of laser-material
interaction physics. We also discuss the design of an experimental setup suitable for our
application.
Chapter 4 reports on the the optimization and performances of our setup. with a particular
emphasis on the need for an autofocusing system that can improve signal stability and the
accuracy of the analysis.

4

Finally, Chapter 5 summarizes the analyses carried out on YAG ceramic samples with
varied composition. Plasma repeatability is confirmed through plasma temperature
measurements. Finally, future suggestions are made to further improve the accuracy of the
technique.
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CHAPTER 2 :
YAG TRANSPARENT CERAMICS: FABRICATION CHALLENGES
The problem of non-stoichiometry in crystalline solids has a long history, dating back
from the work of Berthollet in the 19th century, Kurnakow, Schottky and Wagner in the
beginning of 20th century [1]. As discussed previously, the dramatic implications of defects on
the physical properties of materials is also well exemplified in transparent ceramics. This chapter
reviews some of the specifics of non-stoichiometry in relation to the preparation of transparent
YAG ceramics.

2.1 Motivations for the Study of YAG Ceramics
Since the invention of the laser in 1960 [2, 3], solid-state lasers have been applied very
successfully for a wide range of applications. Among all the laser host-materials, yttrium
aluminum garnet (YAG), is one of the most popular for its ability to host trivalent rare-earth
ions, its high thermal conductivity, high mechanical and chemical stability and its good
spectroscopic properties leading to a stable CW- and pulsed-operations, and high conversionefficiencies [4].
In spite of their remarkable features, YAG single crystals present some drawbacks that
limit their use as high power gain media. The slow crystal growth rate, the limited size of
crystalline boules and the difficulty of producing dopant distributions are just a few of the
current issues hampering such developments and that polycrystalline YAG can solve [5, 6].

6

2.2 Stoichiometric Issue of YAG Ceramics
YAG, for which figure (3) shows a representation of a crystalline structure, is one of
three thermodynamically distinct stable phases in the yttria-alumina phase diagram, the other two
being the yttrium aluminium monoclinic (YAM) phase and the yttrium aluminium perovskite
(YAP) phase. The extent of the garnet phase is very limited in composition and appears, for that
reason, as a line compound in the Al2O3-Y2O3 diagram (see figure (4)).

Figure 3: Atomic structure of YAG.
A. P. Patel et al. [7], quantified on both modeling and experimental bases, the extent of
the solid-solution in the vicinity of the YAG phase. They showed that it exists across a short
range of composition of about 0.2 mol % in the Al2O3 direction and 1 mol % in the Y2O3
direction. The width of the YAG phase domain corresponds to a solid solution in which excess
alumina or yttria is dissolved in the garnet lattice. The mechanisms by which this incorporation
occurs have been discussed in several papers [7-9] and involve the formation of various intrinsic
point defects. The following Kröger-Vink equations are just a few examples of such mechanisms
[10]:
7

X
4Y2 O3 + 5AlXAl ⇌ 5YAl,16a
+ Y3 Al5 O12

( 1.a )

4Al2 O3 + 3YYX ⇌ 3AlXY + Y3 Al5 O12

( 1.b )

3Al2 O3 + 3YYX + 3OXO ⇌ AlXY + 2VX′′′ + 3VO•• + Y3 Al5 O12

( 1.d )

X
′′′
3Y2 O3 + 5AlXAl + 3OXO ⇌ 3YAl,16a
+ 2VAl,16a
+ 3VO•• + Y3 Al5 O12

( 1.c )

Figure 4: Alumina-yttria phase diagram. YAG is corresponds to 37.5 mole % of Y2O3.

This result has practical consequences in fabricating high quality YAG ceramics
efficiently. The presence of those defects not only affects the sintering behavior by modifying
the pore and grain boundary mobilities and therefore the ability to form a transparent ceramic,
but also introduces energy levels in the energy bandgap which may result in undesired optical
transitions in the absorption and emission spectra. This suggests that optical properties of YAG
can be optimized through the careful control of YAG stoichiometry.
8

2.3 Ceramic Fabrication of YAG
In general, the fabrication of transparent ceramics can be divided into four consecutive
steps:
1- Powder synthesis and handling: precursor powders are prepared by various methods
(wet chemistry, spray pyrolysis, combustion, sol-gel) to obtain submicron-size, pure
and highly sinterable particles. A deagglomeration step involving ball-milling is often
necessary to break up powder aggregates before consolidation into a green body.
2- Powder compaction: powders are compacted either through wet or dry compaction
methods into green bodies of desired shapes strong enough for handling.
3- Sintering: sintering is the process by which a powder compact is densified upon firing
at high temperature.
4- Post-sintering treatments: those include annealing and polishing steps.
In the case of YAG, and similarly for most multinary compounds, one can either work with
powder mixtures of commercially available yttrium oxide and aluminum oxide in stoichiometric
amount (the YAG phase is then obtain at high temperature during sintering), or directly with
YAG nanopowders synthesized beforehand. The former method, so-called reactive sintering, is
often simpler to implement than the latter, known as non-reactive sintering, and has been used in
this work. However, in either case, the preparation of the YAG phase, whether it be by reactive
sintering or at the powder synthesis level, must involve homogeneous mixtures of aluminum and
yttrium precursors in stoichiometric amount in order to form a single garnet-phase. Hence, both
methods would benefit from the technique we are trying to develop. The specifics of the
procedure we have used for preparing our samples are outlined in the following section.

9

2.4 Ceramic Sample Preparation for this Project
In this work, Al 2O3 from J. T. Baker Chemical Co. (99.7%, 400nm) and Y 2O3 from
Inframat Advanced Materials (99.95%, 30-50nm) have been used. Before mixing the aluminum
oxide and yttrium oxide powders in definite proportions, it is important to first determine their
water content as any extraneous water would affect the mass of each oxide we sample and
therefore the raw oxide ratio. To perform this Loss-On-Ignition (LOI) 3 measurement, around 10
grams of alumina and yttria powder have been precisely weighted and then calcined in separate
crucibles to 1400℃ for two hour and weighted again after cooling. The measured LOIs are:
𝐿𝑂𝐼𝐴𝑙2 𝑂3 = 0.62%,

𝐿𝑂𝐼𝑌2 𝑂3 = 1.38%

(2)

These values highly depend on the particle size and storing conditions and can reach up to 10%
in the case of yttria.
The mixture of powders is ball-milled by alumina balls in ethanol, in the presence of 0.5wt%
tetraethoxysilane (TEOS). TEOS hydrolysize into silica which acts as a sintering aid by
inhibiting grain growth during sintering. Ball-milling is used for two reasons: it deagglomorates
particles, and homogenizes of the mixture of alumina and yttria powders. Ball-milling has been
performed for 8 hours then a binder (PEG, M w=5000, 2wt%) was added and the milled slurry
was dried The binder helps forming a solid and smooth green body upon compaction. Excessive
amount of binder must be avoided to prevent the formation of large pores during sintering.
Five samples with varied compositions around the garnet stoichiometry have been
prepared: one sample at the YAG stoichiometry (62.5 mol % of Al2O3), two samples deficient in
alumina (52 and 61 mol % of Al2O3), and two samples deficient in yttria (64 and 73 mol % of

3

The LOI corresponds to the mass loss of a powder due to the removing of volatile substances by heating.
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Al2O3) (see Table 1). Since alumina is less hygroscopic than yttria, we have ball-milled a large
sub-stoichiometric batch, alumina deficient (52 mol %), and the other samples compositions
have been obtained by adding incremental amounts of alumina powders to this ball-milled
mixture. After adding aliquots of alumina, the mixtures must be thoroughly blended in a mortar
to ensure good homogeneity.
All sample compositions have been pressed uniaxially at about 2 MPa before being
pressed isostatically at ≈25000 pound per square inch (equals ≈170 MPa). The green-body
density is about 55%. We pressed at this pressure to give sufficient strength to the powder
compacts for LIBS characterization. The powder compacts were then calcined at 800°C for 5
hours to remove the organic binder.

Table 1: Composition of the samples prepared in this work.
Samples

Al2O3 molar content (%)

Sample #1

52%

Sample #2

61%

Sample #3

62.5%

Sample #4

64%

Sample #5

73%

While the fabrication of densified ceramics would involve a sintering step at 1750°C for
about 12 hours in vacuum, the work presented here in this report has been carried out on powder
compacts only.

11

2.5 Source of Defects in the Fabrication of YAG Green-Body Ceramics
Various factors may shift composition from stoichiometry or contribute to sample
contamination:
-

Contamination from the pressing equipment (mortar, spatula, and die).

-

Purity of the raw chemicals.

-

Inaccuracy in the LOI measurement.

-

Precision in weighing. The balance has to have enough resolution to minimize
uncertainties in mixing ratios.

-

Atmosphere humidity content as oxide nanopowders can be highly hygroscopic.

-

Contamination from the ball-milling process. Abrasion of the alumina balls during ballmilling can contribute to adding some alumina to the powder mixture.

As a result, it is likely to have deviation from stoichiometry all along the ceramic fabrication
process. This aspect further motivates our approach to develop a fast and versatile analytical
method usable at the various stages of the synthesis.
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CHAPTER 3 :
PRINCIPLES OF LIBS
Shortly after the invention of the laser in 1960, the possibility of forming plasmas
through laser interaction with a target was considered and experimentally observed [1, 2]. Since
then, the concept has been developed to become a powerful emission spectroscopy technique for
qualitative and quantitative chemical analyses. Known as Laser-Induced Breakdown
Spectroscopy (LIBS), this technique is fast and has a high dynamic range for elemental analysis
from 5 ppb wt. to 100% wt. in various matrices in the form of solids [3], liquids [4], gases [5], or
aerosols [6]. This technique has found numerous applications ranging from water quality
assessment [7, 8], detection of explosive traces [9], nuclear waste management [10, 11], forensic
science [12], and laser cleaning of artworks [13].

Figure 5: A typical LIBS system (See text for details).
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It is interesting to mention that laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy makes no explicit
reference to plasma because LIBS is not always characterized by plasma formation. Hence, in
the last few decades, the original laser-induced plasma spectroscopy (LIPS) has been
progressively substituted by LIBS.
Using LIBS, sampling of the target is very fast and sample preparation is minimal, it is
non-destructive in the sense that there is almost no material consumed for analysis, and is
capable of multi-elemental analysis, which means that simultaneous monitoring of several
elements is possible.
On the other hand, the current developments of LIBS present two major limitations:
1- Limited Precision: Typical LIBS’s precision for quantitative measurements is on the
order of a few percent. The technique is sensitive to fluctuations in experimental
conditions (i.e. laser fluence). Therefore the repeatability of experiments cannot be
achieved unless great care is put in the reduction of any parameter fluctuations.
2- Matrix effects: The physical and chemical properties of the target greatly affect the
characteristics of the laser ablation and as a consequence the plasma emission
spectrum.
Beside the above effects, there is a possibility that the material ablation is not
stoichiometric: the composition of the plasma and that of the sample can be potentially different
if species of different volatilities are present. Previous studies however confirm the validity of
stoichiometric ablation when irradiance on the target is above 1𝐺𝑊/𝑐𝑚2 [14]; a value above
which all our experiments were carried out.
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3.1 A Brief Description of LIBS Concept and Operation
A typical scheme for a LIBS setup is shown on figure (5). A high-energy laser pulse is
focused on the surface of a sample and generates a plasma. Short after its formation, the plasma
cools and its species start to recombine. This recombination results in photons emission, which is
collected and analyzed by a spectrometer. Proper timing between the laser pulse and the
collection of the emission is critical in order to avoid noise and continuum background on the
signal.
The kinetics of the laser-sample interaction is fairly complex. When the high-power laser
pulse is absorbed by the sample, is the surface heats up, melts, evaporates and forms a plasma
which temperature can be in excess of a few thousand to tens of thousands of Kelvins in less than
a nanosecond. The cooling of the plasma starts when the laser pulse tails off. The excited atoms
and ions radiate characteristic wavelengths which allow their identification.

3.2 Ablation
Along with laser-ablation inductively-coupled-plasma mass-spectrometry (or LA-ICPMS), LIBS is one of the few chemical analysis techniques which rely on laser ablation, i.e. the
removal of a portion of a sample by melting, fusion, sublimation, ionization, and erosion using
laser light energy [15]. The ablated material can be in the form of free electrons, ionized and/or
neutral atoms, molecules, clusters and particles and ideally, each of the processes should be
analyzed separately. Laser ablation process is governed by various nonlinear mechanisms, which
make the prediction of the time evolution of the plasma difficult. Here we just explain the effects
of the various experimental parameters on ablation.
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In general, three main factors affect the ablation, both in quantity and quality: the
physical and chemical properties of the target, the environmental conditions, and the operating
conditions of the laser.

3.3 Effect of Various Parameters on Laser Ablation
3.3.1 Effect of the Target
The physical and chemical properties of the target such as those which control the
coupling of the laser pulse (optical absorption, surface reflectivity, scattering, porosity), the
ablation rate (heat of vaporization, heat capacity, heat diffusivity) have large effects on both
plasma composition and plasma dynamics.
J. A. Aguilera et al [16] have investigated matrix effects in laser induced plasmas
obtained from metallic Ni, Cu and Al matrices with Fe. Using Boltzmann plot (see chapter 5)
and Stark shift, they calculated plasma parameters (including 𝑇 and 𝑁𝑒 ) for each matrix

assuming the Local Thermal Equilibrium (LTE) condition. The results reveal the existence of a
weak (but still non-negligible) matrix effect that leads to a variation of the plasma parameters.
On the other hand, in another study by Viskup et al. [17] plasma dynamics of laser-induced
plasma of iron oxide was studied for three different morphologies of the target: Nano-particle
powders, pressed powder pellets and sintered ceramics. Results show that the plasma plume
dynamics significantly depends on the sample morphology. But still, the LIBS spectra of
different targets were comparable to each other and qualitatively independent of target the
morphology.
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The composition of the specimen also affects the plasma properties, namely its
temperature and electronic density. For example, since smaller atoms have higher ionization
energies, they are harder to ionize in comparison to heavier atoms and, at a given temperature,
lower electronic density are achieved. Hence, it is likely to have more electron density for an
yttrium target than an aluminum target.

3.3.2 Effect of the Laser Parameters
Laser pulse energy, duration, and wavelength extensively affect the ablation process.
These parameters affect the plasma during the interaction with the target, and during the
interaction with the plasma plum itself. The second interaction may not occur if the pulse-width
is shorter than a few picoseconds.
Typical lasers used for LIBS operate in the few milliJoules and few nanosecond pulses
regime. In this case, only a portion of the pulse energy reaches the target and a significant
amount of the pulse energy goes into heating the plasma plume through linear absorption. That is
why the plasma is typically highly ionized in nanosecond-LIBS, and continuum emission is large
at early times of plasma formation. On the other hand, for femtosecond pulses, the dominant
process is electron-lattice heating. This causes direct vaporization and has the ability to create
craters of higher aspect ratio. Surface material is rapidly ionized and ejected through Coulomb
repulsion, rather than the thermally-induced phase transitions mentioned above. Although a
femtosecond pulse have more ablation efficiency, better depth resolution and offer the potential
to eliminate matrix effect [18], Q-switched nanosecond lasers offer better plasma characteristics
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for our present investigation. Figure (6) shows the effect of the laser pulse-width on the sample
surface.

Figure 6: The effect of pulse duration on the sample surface after ablation.

The effect of laser pulse energy on the interaction is typically described through the use
of the laser irradiance or laser fluence (defined as time-integrated irradiance of the incoming
pulse). If the irradiance is up to 1 𝐺𝑊/𝑐𝑚2 , thermal vaporization is the dominant mechanism

and distinct transitions from solid to liquid, liquid to gas, and gas to plasma occur. The
temperature of the plasma is very low and non-stoichiometric evaporation can occur.
On the other hand, with a 100 𝐺𝑊/𝑐𝑚2 laser irradiance or higher using a nanosecond

pulse, which requires the use of high-power lasers, an extremely hot and highly dense plasma

forms which causes too much self-absorption. This results in high-degree ionic emission lines to
be very sensitive to 𝑁𝑒 which can be detrimental to LIBS analysis. Moreover, high irradiance
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can cause air breakdown (when ambient atmosphere is air) and prevent the total beam energy to
reach the target. Usually, laser irradiances for LIBS experiment fall in the range of 1 𝐺𝑊/𝑐𝑚2 to

100 𝐺𝑊/𝑐𝑚2 [19].

3.3.3 Effect of Ambient Atmosphere and the Concept of Plasma Shielding
Air humidity, ambient temperature and pressure, and the type of ambient gas all
significantly affect the ablation rate [20]. To explain the influence of the ambient gas it is useful
to first clarify the concept of shielding effect in plasma, as these are closely related to each other.
The shielding effect is related to the capacity of the plasma to block the remainder of a laser
pulse from reaching the surface, which causes the reduction of the ablation rate. Shielding may
block both the laser-target interaction and the plasma emission, and, at the same time, it causes
plasma heating, which in turn causes more ionization and increases the radiative emission. As a
result, a good LIBS signal requires the optimization of several experimental parametes. Vadillo
et al [21] have studied the shielding effect on the ablation rate of metals as a function of various
parameters such as the composition of the ambient atmosphere, its pressure along with with the
laser fluence.
They found that, for a given fluence and atmosphere composition, the ablation rate
increases with the density of the gas. The reason for this lies in the fact that the plasma expansion
rate is restricted by the surrounding atmosphere. Among the types of gas they studied (Ne, He,
N2, and air) argon produces the highest plasma temperatures (𝑇) and electron densities 𝑁𝑒 , and

the strongest emission peaks. For a given gas, the ablation rate is the highest when the gas
pressure is the lowest because less shielding is provided.
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Naturally, in the case of quantitative analysis on oxides, such as YAG, one could take
advantage of an oxygen free atmosphere in order to also analyze the oxygen content in samples.

3.4 Bremsstrahlung Radiation in Nanosecond LIBS: Necessity for Gating
Recombination radiation is caused by the recombination of free electrons and positive
ions. Throughout the lifetime of the plasma, the emission spectrum changes with time. At the
earliest phase, there is a strong continuum background which contains little useful spectroscopic
information. This is mainly due to the bremsstrahlung effect and recombination radiation.
Bremsstrahlung radiation is caused by the deceleration of charged particles that occurs when ions
and electrons slow down upon collisions.
To remede this problem, the analysis of spectrum needs to be delayed with respect to the
laser pulse. If the delay is very short, the Bremsstrahlung radiation causes a huge background at
all wavelengths and if the delay is too long, the signal is acquired when the plasma is too weak.
As a result, the time delay and integration time need to be optimized to maximize the relative
intensities of the emission lines for the elements of interest. This optimization will be carried out
on YAG ceramics in the following chapter.

3.5 Broadening Mechanism in a Nanosecond-Pulse LIBS
Various spectral line broadening mechanisms modify the emission spectrum of the
plasma species. In general, the main broadening mechanisms are due to the Stark, Doppler, Van
der Waals, and pressure broadening effects. In addition, there is also an instrumental broadening
due to limited frequency response and wavelength dispersion of the detection system. In the
range of conditions used in this work however (high electron densities), the main contribution
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arises from the Stark effect [22]. Both ions and electrons are responsible for Stark broadening,
but major contribution is coming from electrons as they have higher relative velocities. The line
profile for the Stark broadening is described by a Lorentzian function:
𝐿(𝜆) =

1

Γ/2

𝜋 (𝜆−𝜆0 )2 +(Γ/2)2

(3)

where 𝜆0 and Γ are central wavelength and linewidth at half maximum of the transition. One may

notice that this expression is chosen so that the Lorentzian function is normalized:
+∞

∫−∞ 𝐿(𝜆)𝑑𝜆 = 1

(4)

and in the case of k overlapping transitions, the emission is modeled by:
𝐿(𝜆) = ∑𝑘

𝐼𝑟,𝑘

Γ𝑘 /2
2
2
(𝜆
𝜋
𝑘 −𝜆0 ) +(Γ𝑘 /2)

(5)

where 𝐼𝑟,𝑘 is the relative intensity of corresponding transition. In addition to the stark

broadening, line broadening can arise from the limited resolution of the spectrometer. Those
aspects will be quantified in the next chapters. In our experiments, line broadening is mostly due
to the finite resolution of the spectrometer.

3.6 Local Thermal Equilibrium
For modeling the plasma characteristics, it is assumed that a well-defined temperature
can be defined in the plasma, i.e. a thermal equilibrium is satisfied. This allows the description of
the population of energy levels and the velocity of the plasma species using a single temperature.
A complete thermal equilibrium is defined by a balance of all the direct processes
(emission and species collisions) and inverse processes (absorption and recombination). But this
situation is rarely satisfied in laser-induced plasma produced by LIBS as there would be a
radiation absorption by the plasma itself, leading to no radiation at all (blackbody).
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In a relatively weak radiation field, one can assume the Maxwell distribution to be valid,
and the plasma parameters are assumed to slowly vary in space and time around any point in the
plasma volume. This leads to the concept of a local thermal equilibrium (LTE). In order for the
LTE assumption to be valid, the collision rates must be much faster than the radiative rates. This
criterion is discussed by Mc Whirter [23].

3.7 Saha-Boltzman Equation
In the LTE conditions, the relation between the concentrations of two successive
ionization states 𝑁𝑍 and 𝑁𝑍+1 is given by the Saha-Eggert equation [24]:
𝑁𝑒 𝑁𝑍+1
𝑁𝑍

=

𝑍 −∆𝐸 𝑍
2𝑈 (𝑍+1) (𝑇𝑒 ) 2𝑚∗ 𝜋𝑘𝐵 𝑇𝑒 3/2
𝐸∞
∞
�
�
𝑒𝑥𝑝
�−
�
𝑈 (𝑍) (𝑇𝑒 )
ℎ2
𝑘𝐵 𝑇𝑒

(6)

where 𝑁 is the population of ground state, Ne is the electron density, 𝑍 is the degree of

ionization, 𝑈(𝑇) is the partition function at temperature 𝑇, 𝐸∞ , and ∆𝐸∞ are respectively the

ionization energy of the Z-ion and the correction to its value due to the Debye screening.
Consequently the equation (6) can be used to determine the predominance diagram for various
species as a function of temperature and electron density. As an example, figure (7) shows the
evaluation of yttrium, aluminum, and oxygen species in a plasma of the YAG composition for
various temperatures and at a fixed electronic density 𝑁𝑒 = 1017 𝑐𝑚−3 .

The intensity of a particular transition j →i is derived from the Maxwell-Boltzmann

statistics and can be written as follow:
𝐼𝑗𝑖 =

ℎ𝑐

𝜆𝑗𝑖

𝐴𝑗𝑖𝑍

𝑁𝑍
(𝑍)
𝑈 (𝑇)

𝑔𝑗𝑍 𝑒𝑥𝑝�−𝐸𝑗𝑍 /𝑘𝐵 𝑇�

(7)

where 𝑔𝑗 is degeneracy of level 𝑗, 𝐴𝑗𝑖𝑍 is the transition rate (Einstein coefficient) and 𝜆𝑗𝑖 is

the transition wavelength between levels 𝑗 and 𝑖. By measuring the ratio of intensities of the
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various elements present in the plasma, one can therefore infer the composition of the solid
assuming a stoichiometric ablation. In addition, by taking the logarithm of equation (7) we obtain
a useful relation for determining the temperature of a plasma from the intensity of a few spectral
lines. This so-called Boltzmann plot method [24] consists in plotting the left-hand side of :
𝑙𝑛 �

𝜆𝑗𝑖 𝐼𝑗𝑖

𝑔𝑗𝑍 𝐴𝑍
𝑗𝑖

� = −𝑘

1

𝐵𝑇

𝐸𝑗𝑍 + 𝑙𝑛 �

ℎ𝑐𝑁𝑍

𝑈 (𝑍) (𝑇)

�

(8)

as a function of the corresponding energy levels Ej and extract the temperature from the −

1

𝑘𝐵 𝑇

slope. Such a calculation is done in chapter 5 as a way to assess the repeatability of the plasma.

Figure 7: Concentration of Y, Al, and O species as a function of temperature and constant
electronic density 𝑁𝑒 = 1017 𝑐𝑚−3 .
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CHAPTER 4 :
EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH AND SETUP
4.1 General Description of the LIBS Setup
In this chapter, an optimized LIBS setup is designed and its performances are evaluated.
The plasma repeatability is highly dependent on the lens-to-sample distance (LTSD) and it is
crucial to design an autofocusing system to stabilize this parameter. Then the optimization of our
detection system is described in order to get the best signal for analysis.

Figure 8: General schematic of a LIBS system for quantitative analysis.

As per figure (8), our setup relies on a 1064nm Q-switched Nd:YAG laser (Brilliant from
Quantel). The pulse duration is 5 ns with a repetition rate of 10 Hz. The laser is externally
triggered by the spectrometer so as to guarantee proper timing in the spectrum acquisition. The
spectrometer collects the light from the plasma emission through a collecting lens and a fiber.
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The spectrometer is a SpectraPro-2500i model of Acton Series from Princeton Instruments and
includes a silicon-based ICCD ranges from 185 nm to the 1100 nm and a spectral resolution of
0.05 𝑛𝑚 at 435.8 𝑛𝑚. This high performance is essential to resolve the Lorentzian shape of the
plasma emission lines. The triggering and gating of the spectrometer are controlled by a digital

delay generator (DDG), DG645 from Stanford Research Systems (SRS), with a jitter less than a
nanosecond. Spectral data is taken using the software Andor Solis which acts as an interface
between the DDG, the spectrometer and the laser. A camera, used for imaging the surface of the
sample includes a 5.7mm×4.28mm monochromatic CMOS sensor from Imaging Sources with
2592×1944 pixels. The samples is mounted on a 3-D motorized translation stage from Thorlab,
which provides travel in the three dimensions. The stage has 25mm travel range with 50nm
accuracy.
The focal length of the focusing and collecting lenses are 25 mm and that of the imaging
lens is 250 mm. Focusing Lens and Imaging Lens are achromatic and the collecting lens and
fiber are broadband (200 nm to 900 nm) since the plasma emission ranges from UV to IR. The
fiber has a diameter of 600 𝜇𝑚.

As stated in the previous chapter, fluctuations in the laser pulse energy, width, and

irradiance at the target greatly contribute to the lack of reproducibility in quantitative analysis by
LIBS. It is now well documented that the focusing lens-to-sample-distance 5 (LTSD) strongly
influences the ablated mass and plasma temperature [1]. For the purpose of this work, it is
important that the LTSD is kept constant for all samples we analyze and compare. We will now
clarify the necessity to build a high-precision constant-LTSD system.

5

More specifically, lens-to-irradiated-area distance.
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4.2 Requirements for an autofocusing system
Because the nature and concentration of species in the plasma are highly dependent on
the LTSD, even more so when the focusing is tight, the spot size of the laser beam is more prone
to changes with fluctuations in the LTSD when the Rayleigh range is short.
To quantify the sensitivity of the irradiance with the LTSD, one can proceed as follow.
We first determine the laser beam waist at the focal point of the focusing lens, and then calculate
its associated Rayleigh range. Knowing the Rayleigh range, the variation of the beam irradiance
with LTSD is deduced, and so is its sensitivity

Figure 9: Comparison of a Gaussian laser beam with short (a) and long (b) Rayleigh ranges with
the same beam waist at focus.
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The diameter of the 1064nm laser beam is about 0.5 𝑐𝑚 and given the focal length of the

focusing lens, the minimum beam waist on the other side of the lens is in the Gaussian beam
approximation:
𝑤02 =

𝜆f

𝜋𝑤01

⇒

𝑤02 ≅ 1.7 𝜇𝑚

(9)

⇒

𝑧02 ≈ 10 𝜇𝑚

( 10 )

The associated Rayleigh range is:
𝑧02 =

2
𝜋𝑤02

𝜆

This means that the laser irradiance changes by 100% if we translate the target by
with10 𝜇𝑚 along the optical axis. Therefore, sub-micron accuracy is needed to avoid significant
change in irradiance.

We now describe two approaches to implement a constant-LTSD system with adequate
accuracy. In both approaches, the system consists of a feedback loop between a motorized
sample stage and an imaging system confocal with the Q-switched laser. An algorithm controls
the displacement of the sample (or a specific part thereof) so as to bring it to the focal point of
the focusing lens 6. The determination of the focal point can be obtained either by imaging
method or by a parallax method.

4.3 Imaging-Based Constant-LTSD Method
This method consists of obtaining the sharpest image of the sample surface through an
imaging system confocal with the laser focusing lens. The assessment of the image sharpness can
be done in various ways [2-4]; the most intuitive of which uses the variance algorithm.

6

Or its vicinity so as to have the maximum fluence under the sample surface. This guarantees maximum
ablation and minimum interference from the atmosphere.
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Figure 10: Output of the variance algorithm for nine images of a sharp edge with different
blurriness.
The pixelated image intensity 𝑖(𝑥, 𝑦) on the CCD is recorded for various 𝐿𝑇𝑆𝐷 (𝑧), and

the variance of the image, 𝜎(𝑧), is calculated using [4]:
𝜎(𝑧) =

1

𝐻×𝑊

∑𝑥 ∑𝑦�𝑖(𝑥, 𝑦) − 𝑖�

2

( 11 )

With 𝐻 and 𝑊 be the dimensions of the matrix related to the captured image. The variable 𝜎(𝑧)
is maximized for the sharpest image. Figure (12) shows what is defined as 𝑖(𝑥, 𝑦) as the intensity
of a pixel.

Figure 11: Sharp and blurry image of a cross with 25 pixels.
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To evaluate the performance of this approach, a pattern on a transmission grating is
imaged by back-illumination. In this example, a transmission grating is brought close to the focal
point of the focusing length, and the image is formed with back-illumination of the grating. The
motorized stage moves the sample with a step size of 20 𝜇𝑚 and the image is captured in each

single step. The highest contrast part of the image is used in the algorithm.
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Figure 12: Variance algorithm for the image of a pattern.

The result, figure (12), shows the 𝜎(𝑧) is maximized in a wide range of about 100 𝜇𝑚

and not at a single LTSD value. As per our discussion in the previous section, this accuracy is
insufficient to guarantee good plasma reproducibility. The lack of adequate accuracy can be
justified by the fact that the confocal system is limited by the focusing lens. The large numerical
aperture (NA) of this lens allows unwanted light to reach the camera which blurs the image, and
also causes a large amount of aberration. Finding a low-NA lens with very low chromatic and
geometrical aberration and broadband (UV to IR) operation is quite expensive. Although a
possible solution is to use a focusing lens with a longer focal length (and hence a lower NA), this
idea results in a lower irradiance, and a longer optical path for the imaging system.
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To solve these issues, we decided to implement a radically different method based on a
parallax effect.

4.4 Parallax-Based Constant-LTSD Method
In the parallax method, we illuminate the surface of the sample with a probe beam at an
angle and track the lateral motion of the illuminated spot that results from translating sample
along the optical axis of the laser focusing lens. The tracking of the illumination spot is followed
by a CCD camera. The camera exposure time and gain are set so that none of the CCD pixels are
saturated. Figure (14) illustrates the procedure.

Figure 13: An example of the change in the spot location on the CCD for various LTSD.
Schematic (a) shows the illumination spot in different z-positions and b.1, b.2, and b.3 show the
image of the spot correspond to positions 𝑧1 , 𝑧2 , and 𝑧3 respectively.
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The parallax method relies on keeping the “Center of the Mass” (CoM) of the spot,
defined as the brightness weighted average location of the spot on the image, at the center of the
CCD by translating the sample. This procedure guarantees that the sample surface is always
placed at a constant LTSD. This concept can be formulated by taking the following averages:
𝑦� =
𝑥� =

∑𝑥,𝑦 𝑦.𝐼(𝑥,𝑦)

( 12.a )

∑𝑥,𝑦 𝑥.𝐼(𝑥,𝑦)

( 13.b )

∑𝑥,𝑦 𝐼(𝑥,𝑦)

∑𝑥,𝑦 𝐼(𝑥,𝑦)

where 𝐼(𝑥, 𝑦) is the intensity of the pixel(𝑥, 𝑦). In the event that the probe beam, the laser, and
the translation axis of the sample are coplanar, only one of these averages varies with the
displacement of the sample and suffices to bring the spot at the center of the CCD 7.

Figure 14: Schematic of the LIBS setup build in this work.

7

If calibrated properly, one can arrange to have the image of the spot at the center of the camera field of view when
the sample is at focus.
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Figure 15: Variation in the CoM position by the sample translation.

Similar to the experiment in the section 4.3, the translation stage is moved with a step
of 20 𝜇𝑚 and this time the CoM of the image is calculated at each step as shown in figure (15). It

is expected that we see a linear shift on CoM with linear change in stage; however, according to
the figure (14), the spot spreads outside the FoV of the CCD and the tails of the curve at both
ends represent this artifact. The slope of this figure, which represents the sensitivity of the
method, is less than 1𝜇𝑚/𝑝𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙 and this excellent accuracy guarantees the repeatability of beam
irradiance at the target (see discussion in section 4.2).
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A simple algorithm controlling the feedback loop between the sample translation stage
and the CCD can be used to place the sample at a user-defined LTSD. For that purpose, we
implemented a Fibonacci search method to move the sample to a specific LTSD.
The Fibonacci search method for searching a sorted array presents the advantage to
slightly reduce the average time needed to access a storage location over binary searches [5]. The
search is based on the sequence of Fibonacci numbers. This algorithm is chosen for this
particular experiment to move the sample to a specific position. If the criterion of sharpest image
is used, the algorithm is intended to search the point at which 𝑓𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 is maximized. This

algorithm is implemented using MATLAB to control the stage and has a feedback between the
stage and the camera. We use this search method once more for the refocusing algorithm, and the

convergence of the method will be shown in that section (See the MATLAB code in appendix
(A)).

Figure 16: Convergence of the Fibonacci algorithm for searching a specific spot on the CMOS
camera (which is spot #1500 here).
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As an illustration of the performance of this algorithm, the convergence speed to attain a
given LTSD, 𝑧0 , is shown on figure (16). The number of iterations for convergence depends on
the required accuracy, and for a 10µm accuracy level, deemed sufficient for our work, no more

than 10 iterations are needed.

4.5 Optimization of Spectral Acquisition
As per our discussion in chapter 3, the choice of the acquisition parameters has a
profound impact on the precision of the LIBS measurements. Specifically, the control of the time
delay 𝑇𝑑 , between the laser pulse and the moment at which the spectrometer acquires the plasma
emission is critical. Similarly, the control of the integration time (also known as gating time 𝑇𝑔 )

over which the spectrometer stays open, mostly determines the strength of the signal. Figure (17)
schematically shows the time evolution of a plasma emission 𝑃𝐸 produced by a laser pulse 𝐿𝑃
and the sampling window of the spectrometer.
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Figure 17: Timing in an externally-triggered LIBS experiment.
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Different criteria can be applied in order to optimize the LIBS signal through a judicious
choice of values for 𝑇𝑑 and 𝑇𝑔 . A suitable spectrum must have minimal noise and background

signal. We therefore increase 𝑇𝑑 until the background signal is sufficiently reduced; then,
increase 𝑇𝑔 to allow sufficient integration time to improve the S/N ratio, without detector

saturation. This optimization must be carried out each time the user changes the laser fluence.
Figure (18) shows the effect of 𝑇𝑑 on the recorded emission spectrum at constant gating time 𝑇𝑔 .
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Figure 18: Effect of the delay time Td on the plasma emission spectrum.

4.6 Intensity Calibrations of the Spectrometer
For the purpose of quantification, using the relative intensities of spectral lines, it is
important to compensate for the spectral response of the overall light detection system that
includes the collection lens, the optical fiber, and the spectrometer. This can be done by a
calibrated source over the wavelength range of interest for our analysis.
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As we will see in the next chapter, the wavelength of interest for the analysis of YAG
plasmas falls in the range of 250 nm to 400 nm. In this a range, a deuterium lamp is a suitable
calibration light source (See appendix (B)). Figure (19) shows the calibrated curve obtained on
our collection system.
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Figure 19: Spectral response of the light collection system used in this work.

The optimized and calibrated setup will now be used to perform quantitative LIBS
analysis on YAG green-body ceramics.
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CHAPTER 5 :
LIBS ANALYSIS OF YAG GREEN-BODY CERAMICS
We now discuss the possibility of using our improved LIBS setup for the quantitative
analysis of major elements and the assessment of stoichiometry in YAG. To this aim, we will
first characterize the size of ablation craters on the surface of YAG ceramic samples. This will
give us an idea of the spatial resolution of this analysis. We will then proceed with the
optimization and analysis of the LIBS spectra before looking at the potential of LIBS for highlysensitive composition analysis.

5.1 Laser Ablation of YAG Green Body Samples
Studying the ablation process gives us an idea of the spatial resolution of this analysis. To
have a good material sampling on mixtures of compacted powders, the ablated volume must be
much bigger than the particle size in order to average chemical phase inhomogeneities. For
typical ceramics, this will correspond to crater radii on the range of 10𝜇𝑚 − 100𝜇𝑚.

For this purpose, we used the sample at the YAG stoichiometry (sample #3 in table 1)

and irradiated with a pulse from the Q-switched laser (𝜆 = 1064 nm and 5ns pulse width) and

measured the crater size as a function of incident energy 8. The minimal energy at which a spark
forms on the sample surface is 0.33 mJ, although the energy is so low that craters are not always
observable at the surface. At 0.65 mJ measurable craters begin to form clearly. Figure (20) shows
various craters obtained by increasing beam energy and figure (21) summarizes our data.

8

The overall transmission of the focusing optics is 65% and has been taken into account in this study.
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Figure 20: Microscope images of craters (magnification 20X) at four different beam energies.

A perfect TEM00 laser beam is difficult to accomplish and the beam shape of the laser
used in our experiments, it is far from ideal. Ths is the reason why the craters have erratic
shapes. However, the average diameters of craters can still be roughly estimated to get the
correlation between the ablation rate and the beam energy, as shown in figure (21).
This figure shows that the ablation rate (more exactly, the crater size per pulse) saturates
around 8 mJ, which means that no extra energy is transferred to the target with increasing laser
energy. It is worthy to note that not all ablated materials necessarily contribute to the plasma
emission.
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Figure 21: Average size of ablation craters as a function of beam energy.

This data on ablation rate can be modeled easily using Bouguer’s law, i.e. by assuming
that the beam energy spherically propagate in the target and ablate the material, as of figure (22).
By balancing the incoming and outgoing fluxes of energy at a radius R with the energy
absorption in the thickness dR, we have:
2𝜋(𝑅 + 𝑑𝑅)2 . (𝐹 + 𝑑𝐹) − 2𝜋𝑅2 𝐹 = (𝛼. 𝑑𝑅). 2𝜋𝑅2 𝐹

( 14 )

Where F is the fluence and α is the linear absorption coefficient of the material. By simplifying
the above differential equation to the first order, we get:
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2

� − 𝛼� 𝑑𝑅 +
𝑅

𝑑𝐹
𝐹

=0

( 15 )

2

In the case of strong absorption (𝛼𝑅 ≫ 1), the term can be neglected and we find a logarithmic
𝑅

relation between the incident fluence 𝐹, the ablation threshold fluence 𝐹0 and the radius of the
crater R:

1

𝑅 = . ln(𝐹 ⁄𝐹0 )
𝛼

( 16 )

Figure 22: A model for ablation in which the energy propagation is assumed to be spherical.

To learn whether our model is in agreement with the experimental data, we have fitted
the data of figure (21) with equation (16). Figure 23 shows the result: the fit is done for all points
except for the data point at 9.75 mJ. At high-energy it is possible that the formation of a thick
plasma prevents the laser beam to hit the target in comparable conditions.
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Figure 23: Fitting and extrapolating the data on crater size with the ablation model.

It is interesting to note that with extrapolation of the fit to low-energy values, we find the
damage threshold energy to be 𝐸0 = 0.29 mJ. This value is consistent with the fact that the
minimal energy at which we observe a plasma is 0.33mJ, a slightly higher value.

5.2 Optimization and Analysis of LIBS Spectra Obtained on YAG Ceramics
As our quantitative analysis is based on the emission intensity ratio of yttrium (Y) to
aluminum (Al) species, it is important that we collect LIBS spectra with high S/N ratios. Figure
(24) shows, with two examples, how the quality of spectra depends on the laser fluence. At low
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energy (0.33 mJ), the noise floor is high and leads to much uncertainty in the composition
determination. Here, for practical reasons, we limited our investigations to energies smaller than
3.5 mJ.

Figure 24: Spectra of an yttria-alumina mixture with the beam energy of E = 0.33 mJ (left curve)
and E = 3.25 mJ (right curve). The target is sample #3 (see table (2))
Using a NIST database, it is found that most lines in the spectrum belong to Y+ ions.
Beside those lines, there are four aluminum (neutral) peaks that are strong enough in the
wavelength range of 250 nm - 420 nm: first, two are overlapping at 308.22 nm and 309.27 nm
and the other two are at 394.40 nm and 396.15 nm. As of figure (25), the last two wavelengths
have strong overlap with neighbor Y emission lines, and therefore are not suitable for analysis.
As a result, the first pair of Al lines, which are properly separated from other emission lines, are
considered for the spectral analysis in this work.
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Figure 25: The four intense Al lines in the working wavelength range (250nm to 420nm).

It is worth mentioning that, according to the NIST database, the most intense Al
emissions lines lie below 200nm and are, unfortunately, outside the range of our spectrometer.
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Figure 26: A typical example of Lorentzian curves fitted on the spectral data. In this particular
range of wavelengths, five Lorentzian functions are added up to fit the experimental data.
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All the spectral lines have been analyzed with a MATLAB code that takes a wavelength
range as an input, remove the basis from the spectrum, and optimizes the parameters 𝐼𝑟,𝑘 , Γ𝑘 , and
𝜆0,𝑘 (see section 3.5) for best fit. Figure (26) shows a typical fit obtained on the region 353nm to

365nm and the fitted parameters are compared with the NIST data for Y+ transitions in table (2).

Table 2: Comparison of Lorentzian fitting parameters (wavelength λ, relative intensity 𝐼𝑟 , and
linewidth Γ) with those parameters provided by NIST database. The linewidth Γ is not provided
by NIST. All five emission lines belong to the Y+.
Fitting results

NIST data
Γ (nm)

λ𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑
λ𝑁𝐼𝑆𝑇

λ (nm)

𝑓𝑂

Γ (nm)

λ (nm)

𝑓𝑂

Line 1

354.61

3900

0.46

354.90

3900

-

0.99918

Line 2

358.19

3200

0.42

358.45

3300

-

0.99928

Line 3

359.84

12600

0.48

360.07

10000

-

0.99936

Line 4

360.84

5200

0.39

361.11

7800

-

0.99925

Line 5

362.98

8300

0.59

363.31

7800

-

0.99909

Figure (26) implies that the multi-Lorentzian function is fitted very well with the
experimental data points, as most of the points lie on the curve. The small discrepancy between
our calculated wavelength and NIST wavelengths can be attributed to the limited resolution of
the spectrometer, and inaccuracy of wavelength calibration. The other possibility could be the
difference between refractive indices of air in two different experiments, although this difference
is small enough (around 0.001%) to be negligible
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For relative intensity, we first normalized 𝐼𝑟 for the Line #1, so that this parameter would

be equal to the number that is given by NIST (𝐼𝑟 = 3900 in both cases). Then we keep this

normalization coefficient for other lines. The difference between the two is reasonably expected,
since the relative intensities tabulated by the NIST are estimated through an empirical procedure
(See page xvi of reference [1]).
As discussed in section 3.7, the concentration ratio of Y+ to Al species depends on the
plasma condition and specifically on the energy of the laser. This effect is clearly illustrated in
the figure (27). ICCD of the spectrometer saturates when the laser energy is above 3.25 mJ.
Therefore this point is set as the upper limit for our experiments.
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Figure 27: Intensity ratio between the yttrium line (at 312.99nm) and the integrated two
aluminum lines (308.22 nm and 309.27 nm).
5.3 Plasma Temperature
From the Saha-Eggert equation (section 3.7), we see that the relative concentrations of
the different species (i.e. [Y+] to [Al]) are temperature-dependent. Therefore it is important that
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the characteristics of the plasma emission are obtained at similar temperatures from sample to
sample.
To determine the plasma temperature related to a given spectrum, a Boltzmann plot is
used, as discussed in section 3.7. To obtain a valid Boltzmann plot, the captured spectrum has to
be compensated with the spectral response of the optical collection and detection systems so as
to get the actual irradiance of the plasma emission. In section 4.6 it is explained how this task
was accomplished by obtaining a calibration curve (figure (19)).
To form the Boltzmann plot, non-overlapping emission lines with high intensities (large
signal-to-noise and signal-to-background) and that do not involve ground states (so as to
minimize self-absorption) are selected. Figure (28) shows the twelve lines chosen for our
Boltzmann plot.
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Figure 28: Spectrum of green-body YAG in a specific range of wavelength. The above twelve
lines is selected to for the Boltzmann plot for temperature calculation.
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The parameters for those transitions can be found in the NIST references and database
(See appendix (C)). Figure (29) shows a dispersed behavior around the fitted straight line, which
is expected based on equation (8). This behavior is typical when dealing with Boltzmann plots
and one can propose various causes for these scattered data. The LTE may not be fully verified
and there is no well-defined temperature in the plasma. Moreover, the NIST information on the
transition rates and also our measured values for the intensity of emissions all have uncertainties.
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Figure 29: Boltzmann plot for a spectrum based on 12 experimental Y+ emission lines (see figure
(8)). Regression of linear fitting is 0.86.

Boltzmann plots must be obtained for all spectra in order to get the temperature -laser
energy dependency represented on figure (30). Laser energies applied here are from 0.65 mJ to
3.25 mJ, with the step of 0.65 mJ. The error bars are the result of averaging out of 20
temperatures for a given sample at a given laser energy.
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Based on the figure, the temperature is around 3600 K (0.3 eV) for low beam energies
and 4800 K (0.40 eV) at high beam energies. For nanosecond pulses, temperatures in the range
of 10000 K to 20000 K are more typical [2-4]. The low temperatures obtained with our samples
can perhaps be understood by the large amount of porosity inside the ceramics (~50%) and also
the high surface light scattering from those undensified samples. As a result the energy coupling
between the laser and the target is expected to be low.
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Figure 30: Plasma temperature in five samples and for different laser energies.

Figure (30) strongly supports the fact that the plasma temperature does not fluctuate
much from spot to spot in a sample, and from sample to sample (maximum fluctuation is ~7% at
3.25 mJ). It is also interesting to notice that the increase in temperature saturates with increasing
laser energy. This perhaps illustrates a plasma shielding effect. For an infrared pulse (1064 nm),
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the thick plasma prevent the tail of the pulse to couple into the plasma and therefore its energy
does not absorb anymore by plasma. As a result the plasma temperature does not change
anymore with increasing the pulse energy.
Before doing the composition analysis, it is important check for the homogeneity of the
sample. This is verified by measuring the Y:Al intensity ratio for 20 spots distributed all over the
sample’s surface (figure (31)), and by comparing with the ratio measured at one spot. If the ratio
fluctuation is the same for both cases, this means that there is no statistical difference across the
size of the sample.

Figure 31: A sample with 20 different laser spots for testing homogeneity. The actual sample size
represented by the circle is 0.75” in diameter.

This experiment is done at the laser energy of 3.25 mJ and 20 random locations are shot
as per shown on the schematic of figure (30). The error bar in the intensity ratio between Y+ (at
312.99 nm) and Al (308.22nm and 309.27 nm combined) is 0.0545 in the case of 20 random
spots and 0.0561 in the case of 20 spot at the same location. The very small difference (< 1%)
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between the error bars could be an implication of negligible inhomogeneity all over the sample
surface. However, there is still the possibility that this inhomogeneity has a small contribution to
the error bar on our final composition assessment from Y and Al intensity ratio.
It is worthy to mention that just for the re-evaluation of our parallax constant-LTSD
method, we have done the same experiment on twenty random spots: with and without the
parallax method. For the latter, we first apply the parallax algorithm only once in order to bring
the first spot at the focal point, and then we randomly moved the sample in transverse direction
with the motorized stage. Table (3) compares the results obtained with both approaches. We find
that the intensity of the emission lines is greatly affected by the LTSD and that the parallax
algorithm dramatically reduces intensity fluctuations.

Table 3: Statistics for relative intensity of Y+ emission at 312.99nm at twenty different spots; and
for two systems: one with the Parallax method and the other without that.
Average relative intensity, µ

Standard deviation, σ

σ/ µ

With parallax method

6456

912

14.1 %

Without parallax method

4764

2751

57.7%

It is worthy to note that the above-mentioned 14.1% fluctuation in irradiance can be
tolerable if the intensity of all species scales with irradiance (note that the intensity ratio is
important and not the absolute value). In other words, if the plasma temperature does not change
significantly with a large change of irradiance, the plasma composition still remains the same.
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Having confirmed the reproducibility of the plasma and the chemical homogeneity of our
samples, we are finally ready to investigate the link between the spectral features and the target
composition.

5.4 Effect of Ceramic Green-Body Composition on LIBS Spectra
For the purpose of quantification, we have selected various Y and Al specific lines. As
discussed earlier in section 5.1, we have chosen the emission band between 308.22 and
309.27nm and used the integrated 𝐼𝐴𝑙 over this wavelength range.

For the yttrium species, several options are available. Ideally, the best lines are those

presenting no overlap and with sufficient intensities. In the wavelength range studied here, ten
such Y+ lines satisfy this criterion. For practical purposes, we have used the 312.99nm emission
line in the rest of this document.

Figure 32: Emission lines used to determine the Y:Al intensity ratio.
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We see on Figure (33) that the Y:Al intensity ratio varies with the composition of the
samples and that, as one would expect, the higher the yttria content, the higher is the intensity
ratio. Error bars in the intensity ratios limit the resolution of the method. At lower laser energies,
the resolution on the compositions is degraded. Despite the whole setup is stable, it is obvious
that there might be source(s) of uncertainty in the system that contribute to these large error bars.
As the setup is geometrically and optically very stable, this might likely originate from to pulseto-pulse instabilities leading to laser energy or pulse shape fluctuations.
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Figure 33: Intensity ratio between the Y+ emission line at 312.99 nm and the sum of two
aluminum lines (308.22 nm and 309.27 nm) for different beam energies.

Finally, the link between spectral features and stoichiometric compositions is shown in
the figure (34). The resolution given by the LIBS measurement is enough to separate the sample
with the garnet stoichiometry from distant compositions; however the error bars will need to be
reduced by a factor of four to get to the desired 0.1 mol% sensitivity.
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Figure 34: Intensity ratio of the two aluminum and yttrium lines for different sample
compositions.

Improved sensitivity will likely be acquired by reducing the fluctuations in the pulse
energy and the pulse spatial and temporal profiles. Fluctuations in the laser energy are currently
on the order of a few percent from pulse to pulse. Hopefully, fluctuations originating from the
samples are of lesser importance. However, inhomogeneous porosity, which causes ablation rates
to be different at different spots, and also ambient humidity (currently in the range of 30% to
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60%), certainly have an influence on the magnitude of those error bars. (See reference [21] in
chapter 3).
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CHAPTER 6 :
CONCLUSION
In this study, we have designed, built and optimized a Laser-Induced Breakdown
Spectroscopy system for the analysis of stoichiometry in multinary ceramic phases. This work
specifically aims at improving the fabrication yield and consistency of optical ceramics.
We have carried out feasibility experiments of this concept on yttrium aluminum garnet
ceramics, a material relevant to the development of high-power solid-state lasers, and for which
an estimated 0.1 mol% accuracy on the stoichiometric composition is required to guarantee a
phase pure system. The samples in this work were homogeneous powder compacts of yttrium
oxide and aluminum oxide mixtures. We have equipped our LIBS setup with an automated highprecision lens-to-sample-distance positioning system which allows for better signal stability. To
the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that such an accurate system is used to perform
quantitative LIBS analysis on major chemical elements.
We have analyzed and discussed the ablation of YAG green-bodies in the conditions of
our experiments and found that the average radius of the craters is about 200 µm , a value much
bigger than typical composition inhomogeneities in the sample therefore guaranteeing fair
sampling. The large error bars on the crater size values (around 10%) however, is believed to be
detrimental to the plasma reproducibility. A better laser beam shape is expected to improve the
consistency of the ablation.
The reproducibility of the plasma has been tested through plasma temperature analysis at
various laser fluences. The result shows that the temperature does not significantly (5%) vary
with ceramic composition near the garnet stoichiometry. This allows for a direct and simple
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analysis of the plasma emission lines using the Saha-Eggert equations to determine the
composition of the plasma.
Our results confirm that the composition of Y2O3-Al2O3 mixtures can be retrieved from
the ratio of the emission lines of Y+ and Al species although large error bars currently prevent us
from reaching the desired resolution.
This work allowed us to identify several pathways for future improvements and several
suggestions are made to improve on the repeatability of the experiments. Most notably, a laser
with higher beam quality, such as a fiber-coupled laser, with low jitter and energy fluctuation
would certainly improve our results by reducing statistical errors. Also, a stable, dry and oxygen
free atmosphere would help in getting a better ablation. Finally, a spectrometer with UV
capabilities down to 200nm would allow the use of strong Al emission lines and strengthen the
statistics on the yttrium to aluminum ratio.
We believe that the preliminary results obtained in this study not only opens new
perspectives for the fabrication of composition-controlled optical materials, such as optical
ceramics, but more generally extent the range of capabilities of the LIBS technique to material
quality control, dopant engineering, superconductors, thermoelectrics, supercapacitors and the
development of better materials as a whole.
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APPENDIX A:
MATLAB CODES USED IN THIS PROJECT
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Main code for intensity ratio calculation:
% Intensity Calculation for Yttria II
%
%
%
%
%

4-D Tensor:
Dim1: 20 spots
Dim2: 9 different laser energy
Dim3: 10 different wavelength
Dim4 : 3 different samples

clc
clear Data_AlI_30822Plus30927 Data_YII_Tensor
Laser_Fluence=[1 2 3 4 5];[3 4 4.5 5 5.5 6 7 9 11];
NumberOfSamples=length(Laser_Fluence);
NumberOfFluencePoints=length(Laser_Fluence);
Mode='mj\'; % For single shot mode
% Mode='mj-10shots\'; % For 10 shot mode
global Data_AlI_30822Plus30927 Data_YII_Tensor
WavelenthIntervalArray=[311.65 313.77
316.00 318.31
322.50 325.49
331.05 334.60
334.66 337.00
353.00 356.27
365.00 367.80
368.58 373.16
373.30 375.38
416.09 419.26];
PeaksArray=[

312.50
316.97
323.83
332.42
335.85
354.57
366.24
370.70
374.48
417.75];

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

NumberOfPeaks=length(PeaksArray);
Data_AlI_30822Plus30927=zeros(20,NumberOfFluencePoints,NumberOfSamples);
Data_YII_Tensor=zeros(20,NumberOfFluencePoints,NumberOfPeaks,NumberOfSamples)
;
warning off
for Sample_Counter=1:NumberOfSamples
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Sample_Counter
if
Sample_Counter==1;Stoichiometry=52;Stoichiometry_String=num2str(Stoichiometry
);
elseif
Sample_Counter==2;Stoichiometry=61;Stoichiometry_String=num2str(Stoichiometry
);
elseif
Sample_Counter==3;Stoichiometry=62.5;Stoichiometry_String=num2str(Stoichiomet
ry);
elseif
Sample_Counter==4;Stoichiometry=64;Stoichiometry_String=num2str(Stoichiometry
);
elseif
Sample_Counter==5;Stoichiometry=73;Stoichiometry_String=num2str(Stoichiometry
);
end
AlI_30822Plus30927
Data_AlI_30822Plus30927(:,:,Sample_Counter)=TTT(:,:);
for scan_wl=1:NumberOfPeaks
% correspond to 10 peaks I have chosen
from the spectrum
%
scan_wl
WavelenthInterval=WavelenthIntervalArray(scan_wl,:);
Peak=PeaksArray(scan_wl);
Intensity_Calc
Data_YII_Tensor(:,:,scan_wl,Sample_Counter)=TTT;
end
end
close all
peak=1;X=[2 3 4 5]*.65;
set(0,'DefaultAxesFontSize', 20);xlabel('Laser Energy
(mJ)','fontsize',20,'fontweight','b');ylabel('YII/Al
Ratio','fontsize',20,'fontweight','b');
X1=errorbar(X,mean(Data_YII_Tensor(:,2:5,peak,1)./Data_AlI_30822Plus30927(:,2
:5,1)),std(Data_YII_Tensor(:,2:5,peak,1)./Data_AlI_30822Plus30927(:,2:5,1)),'
o');set(X1, 'LineWidth', 3);
hold on
X2=errorbar(X,mean(Data_YII_Tensor(:,2:5,peak,2)./Data_AlI_30822Plus30927(:,2
:5,2)),std(Data_YII_Tensor(:,2:5,peak,2)./Data_AlI_30822Plus30927(:,2:5,2)),'
go');set(X2, 'LineWidth', 3);
X3=errorbar(X,mean(Data_YII_Tensor(:,2:5,peak,3)./Data_AlI_30822Plus30927(:,2
:5,3)),std(Data_YII_Tensor(:,2:5,peak,3)./Data_AlI_30822Plus30927(:,2:5,3)),'
ro');set(X3, 'LineWidth', 3);
X4=errorbar(X,mean(Data_YII_Tensor(:,2:5,peak,4)./Data_AlI_30822Plus30927(:,2
:5,4)),std(Data_YII_Tensor(:,2:5,peak,4)./Data_AlI_30822Plus30927(:,2:5,4)),'
co');set(X4, 'LineWidth', 3);
X5=errorbar(X,mean(Data_YII_Tensor(:,2:5,peak,5)./Data_AlI_30822Plus30927(:,2
:5,5)),std(Data_YII_Tensor(:,2:5,peak,5)./Data_AlI_30822Plus30927(:,2:5,5)),'
ko');set(X5, 'LineWidth', 3);
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xlabel('Beam Energy
(mJ)','fontsize',20,'fontweight','b','FontWeight','bold');ylabel('Intensity
Ratio I_Y_+ / I_Al ','fontsize',20,'fontweight','b','FontWeight','bold');
set(gca, 'FontSize', 20,'FontWeight', 'bold');
legend('52%','61%','62.5%','64%','73%','Orientation','horizontal','location',
'best');

Main code used for temperature calculation:
clear all
global Sample_Stoich
Sample_Stoich=52;
Sample_Stoich=num2str(Sample_Stoich);
Main_Integrated2_319to324; Intensity_Tensor(:,:,1)=TTT1;
Intensity_Tensor(:,:,2)=TTT2; clear TTT*;
Main_Integrated2_33279; Intensity_Tensor(:,:,3)=TTT1; clear TTT*;
Main_Integrated2_357to365; Intensity_Tensor(:,:,4)=TTT1;
Intensity_Tensor(:,:,5)=TTT2; Intensity_Tensor(:,:,6)=TTT3; clear TTT*;
Main_Integrated2_37103; Intensity_Tensor(:,:,7)=TTT1; clear TTT*;
Main_Integrated2_374to384; Intensity_Tensor(:,:,8)=TTT1;
Intensity_Tensor(:,:,9)=TTT2; Intensity_Tensor(:,:,10)=TTT3;
Intensity_Tensor(:,:,11)=TTT4; clear TTT*;
Main_Integrated2_39826; Intensity_Tensor(:,:,12)=TTT1; clear TTT*;
Lambda = [321.67 324.23 332.79 358.45 360.07 361.11 371.03 374.76 378.87
381.84 383.29 398.26]*1e-9;
gA = [6.15
10.30
8.12
2.02
9.80
6.59
14.00
0.584
3.95
0.479
2.07
1.36]*1e8;
Eu = [3.983142
4.002902
4.133505
3.562307
3.622312
3.562307
3.520667
3.411865
3.37595
3.37595
3.413803
3.242064];
for spots=1:20
for lf=1:5
A_temp(1:12)=Intensity_Tensor(spots,lf,:);
A=log(A_temp.*Lambda./gA);
P=polyfit(Eu,A,1);
Temperature(spots,lf)=-1/(P(1,1)*8.6173324*10^(-5));
end
end

Function: Intensity_Calc:
clear TTT BaseLine* Signal* Noise
LorentzPeak=[];
for LaserFluence_Counter=1:NumberOfFluencePoints
LaserFluence=LaserFluence_Counter;
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LF=num2str(LaserFluence);
ttt=[];
for Spot_Number=1:20
if LaserFluence_Counter==2;Spot_Number;
end
% Choosing the spectrum
Spot=num2str(Spot_Number);
X=['C:\Prof. Gaume\LIBS\Spectra-August
first\',Stoichiometry_String,'%\',LF,Mode,Spot,'.asc'];
Spectrum=dlmread(X,'',0,0);
Wavelength_WholeRane=Spectrum(:,1);
Intensity_WholeRane=Spectrum(:,2);
[temp1,IndexWavelength_min]=min(abs(Wavelength_WholeRaneWavelenthInterval(1)));
[temp2,IndexWavelength_max]=min(abs(Wavelength_WholeRaneWavelenthInterval(2)));
Wavelength = Spectrum(IndexWavelength_min:IndexWavelength_max,1);
Intensity_Raw =
Spectrum(IndexWavelength_min:IndexWavelength_max,2);
Intensity=smooth(Intensity_Raw,'sgolay',4); % degree=4 is no
smoothing
% RemovingBase
Base=linspace(Intensity_WholeRane(IndexWavelength_min),Intensity_WholeRane(In
dexWavelength_max),IndexWavelength_max-IndexWavelength_min+1);
Intensity=Intensity-Base.';
%
Collecting base line
baseline=(Intensity_WholeRane(IndexWavelength_min)+Intensity_WholeRane(IndexW
avelength_max))/2;
BaseLine(Spot_Number,LaserFluence_Counter)=baseline;
Noise(Spot_Number,LaserFluence_Counter)=std(Intensity_WholeRane(864:882));
BaseLine_prime(Spot_Number,LaserFluence_Counter)=mean(Intensity_WholeRane(864
:882));
% ExtractPeakParameters2
PeakProp=[];
Counter=0;
for k=2:length(Intensity)-1
if abs(Wavelength(k)-Peak
)<0.01%Intensity(k)>Intensity(k+1) & Intensity(k)>Intensity(k-1) &
Intensity(k) > AmpThreshold
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Counter=Counter+1;
PeakProp(Counter,1)=Counter;
PeakProp(Counter,2)=Wavelength(k);
PeakProp(Counter,3)=Intensity(k);
PeakProp(Counter,4)=k;
end
end
startingVals=[];
for u=1:Counter
startingVals=[startingVals,.1*pi/2*PeakProp(u,3)];
startingVals=[startingVals,0.1];
startingVals=[startingVals,PeakProp(u,2)];
end

% FitLorenzians
if Counter==5
modelFun = @(p,x) p(1).*(2/pi).*p(2)./(4*(x-p(3)).^2 +
p(2).^2) + p(4).*(2/pi).*p(5)./(4*(x-p(6)).^2+p(5).^2) +
p(7).*(2/pi).*p(8)./(4*(x-p(9)).^2+p(8).^2) + p(10).*(2/pi).*p(11)./(4*(xp(12)).^2+p(11).^2) + p(13).*(2/pi).*p(14)./(4*(x-p(15)).^2+p(14).^2);
coefEsts = nlinfit(Wavelength,Intensity, modelFun,
startingVals);
elseif Counter==4
modelFun = @(p,x) p(1).*(2/pi).*p(2)./(4*(x-p(3)).^2 +
p(2).^2) + p(4).*(2/pi).*p(5)./(4*(x-p(6)).^2+p(5).^2) +
p(7).*(2/pi).*p(8)./(4*(x-p(9)).^2+p(8).^2) + p(10).*(2/pi).*p(11)./(4*(xp(12)).^2+p(11).^2);
coefEsts = nlinfit(Wavelength,Intensity, modelFun,
startingVals);
elseif Counter==3
modelFun = @(p,x) p(1).*(2/pi).*p(2)./(4*(x-p(3)).^2 +
p(2).^2) + p(4).*(2/pi).*p(5)./(4*(x-p(6)).^2+p(5).^2) +
p(7).*(2/pi).*p(8)./(4*(x-p(9)).^2+p(8).^2);
coefEsts = nlinfit(Wavelength,Intensity, modelFun,
startingVals);
elseif Counter==2
modelFun = @(p,x) p(1).*(2/pi).*p(2)./(4*(x-p(3)).^2 +
p(2).^2) + p(4).*(2/pi).*p(5)./(4*(x-p(6)).^2+p(5).^2);
coefEsts = nlinfit(Wavelength,Intensity, modelFun,
startingVals);
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else
modelFun =

@(p,x) p(1).*(2/pi).*p(2)./(4*(x-p(3)).^2 +

p(2).^2);
coefEsts = nlinfit(Wavelength,Intensity, modelFun,
startingVals);
end
ttt=[ttt; coefEsts(1)];%
coefEsts(7)];% coefEsts(10)];

coefEsts(4)];%

Signal(Spot_Number,LaserFluence_Counter)=(2/pi)*(coefEsts(1)/coefEsts(2));
%
[Spot_Number Counter coefEsts(1)];
%
if Counter~=2
%
pause
%
end
end
TTT(:,:,LaserFluence_Counter)=ttt;
clear ttt;
end
Dim=size(TTT);
if Dim(2)==1
for rr=1:Dim(1)
for ss=1:Dim(3)
TT(rr,ss)=TTT(rr,1,ss);
end
end
TTT=TT;
end
clearvars -except Data_* TTT BaseLine* Signal* Noise SBR* SNR* Laser_Fluence
Mean STD scan_wl PeaksArray WavelenthIntervalArray Stoichiometry*
Laser_Fluence Sample_Counter NumberOfSamples NumberOfPeaks
NumberOfFluencePoints Mode

Function: Calibrate:
A
B
C
D
E
F
G

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

28.15306386452130;
-312.004312519001;
6.770596157231750;
-5070.93500846965;
1367717.217880430;
-102535706.190573;
-2991540860.19124;

CC=['C:\Prof. Gaume\Transferred from Mina\calib2.asc'];
Sp=dlmread(CC,'',0,0);
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wl=Sp(:,1);
Lamp=Sp(:,2);
Irr = exp(A+B./wl).*(C+D./wl+E./wl.^2+F./wl.^3+G./wl.^4)./wl.^5;
Calib=100000*Irr./Lamp;

Main function for constant-LTSD method:
clear; close all; clc;
global h; % make h a global variable so it can be used outside the main
% function. Useful when you do event handling and sequential
move
%% Create Matlab Figure Container
fpos
= get(0,'DefaultFigurePosition'); % figure default position
fpos(3) = 650; % figure window size;Width
fpos(4) = 450; % Height
f = figure('Position', fpos,...
'Menu','None',...
'Name','APT GUI');
%% Create ActiveX Controller
h = actxcontrol('MGMOTOR.MGMotorCtrl.1',[20 20 600 400 ], f);
%% Initialize
% Start Control
h.StartCtrl;
% Set the Serial Number
SN = 83828213;% put in the serial number of the hardware
set(h,'HWSerialNum', SN);
% Indentify the device
h.Identify;
pause(4); % waiting for the GUI to load up;
[temp StartingPosition] = h.GetPositionEx(0,1,1);
beep;
load('C:\Users\Administrator\Desktop\background');
a=StartingPosition;
b=StartingPosition+0.3; % 300 microns of searching interval
l=b-a;
s=1;
PickedUpSpot=1000;
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F(1)=0;
F(2)=1;
for i=1:20;
F(i+2)=F(i+1)+F(i);
end
m=i-2;
x1=a+F(m)/F(m+2)*l;
h.MoveAbsoluteEx (0,x1,1,0);MoveComplete;
data = getsnapshot(vid); data=rgb2gray(data); data=im2double(data); [row
column]=size(data);
Row_1=(1:row).'; Row_=repmat(Row_1,1,column); Column_1=(1:column);
Column_=repmat(Column_1,row,1); data_Row_=data.*Row_;
data_Column_=data.*Column_;
Row_prime=sum(sum(data_Row_))/sum(sum(data))
y1=abs(Row_prime-PickedUpSpot);
k=0;
while k<m-1
%
k<m-1
k=k+1;
x2=x1+s*F(m-k)/F(m+2)*l;
h.MoveAbsoluteEx (0,x2,1,0);MoveComplete;
data = getsnapshot(vid); data=rgb2gray(data); data=im2double(data); [row
column]=size(data);
Row_1=(1:row).'; Row_=repmat(Row_1,1,column); Column_1=(1:column);
Column_=repmat(Column_1,row,1); data_Row_=data.*Row_;
data_Column_=data.*Column_;
Row_prime=sum(sum(data_Row_))/sum(sum(data))
y2=abs(Row_prime-PickedUpSpot);
if y2<y1
x1=x2;
y1=y2;
else
s=-s;
end
end
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APPENDIX B:
DATASHEET OF THE DEUTERIUM LAMP FOR INTENSITY
CALIBRATION
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APPENDIX C:
NIST ATOMIC EMISSION LINES FOR YTTRIUM AND ALUMINUM
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Table 4: Emission lines for Y+ ion in the wavelength range of 300nm-420nm.

λ (nm) Rel. Int.
302.65
303.66
305.52
308.69
309.38
309.59
311.2
312.88
312.99
313.52
317.31
317.94
319.56
320.03
320.33
321.67
324.23
328.09
330.85
332.79
336.2
344.88
346.79
349.61
354.6
354.9

26
30
60
60
22
95
55
60
80
95
110
220
2300
2200
2200
3900
6200
310
19
4700
160
200
110
1700
45
3900

gA

3.90E+06

1.90E+07
2.47E+08
2.40E+08
2.77E+08
6.00E+08
1.00E+09

2.00E+07
8.10E+06
1.05E+08

λ (nm)

Rel. Int.

gA

358.452
360.073
360.192
361.105
362.871
363.312
366.461
366.849
371.03
374.755
377.433
377.656
378.23
378.87
381.835
383.288
384.787
387.828
393.066
395.036
395.16
398.26
412.492
417.754
419.928

3300
10000
6200
7800
1900
7800
3000
45
13000
1200
10000
1400
50
7400
1300
4000
70
480
240
4400
150
3600
320
8000
120

2.01E+08
9.80E+08
3.39E+08
5.20E+08
9.90E+07

2.78E+08
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1.80E+08
1.40E+09
5.70E+07
7.70E+08
7.26E+07
4.00E+08
4.85E+07
2.10E+08
1.40E+07
1.00E+07
1.40E+08
4.50E+06
1.40E+08
1.30E+07
2.64E+08
2.68E+06

Table 5: Emission lines for Y neutral atom in the wavelength range of 300nm-420nm.

λ (nm)
300.5262
301.8952
302.1725
302.2281
304.483
304.5363
304.711
305.395
309.1721
311.1797
311.4283
315.5647
317.2835
318.5944
319.13
320.9377
322.708
334.0378
338.8582
339.7032
341.2464
345.094
348.4048
348.5722
352.1533
354.9659
355.1789
355.2691
355.8741
357.1431

Rel. Int. gA
70
15
200
175
24
100
12

1.90E+07

4.00E+07
6.42E+07
7.60E+05

50
11
5
30
7
2
50
3
2
7
30
2
30
80
1300
1000
100
6
50
500
1200
150

1.60E+06
4.00E+06
9.60E+05
1.80E+06
4.40E+05

7.20E+06

6.00E+05
9.20E+07

λ (nm)
357.6053
358.7743
358.9683
359.2915
362.094
369.2523
371.8092
373.8611
374.9891
387.6783
388.7765
390.4596
391.8248
393.0098
395.5085
398.748
403.9826
404.7628
407.7359
408.1185
408.3705
410.2364
410.6384
411.0805
412.8304
414.2841
415.7624
416.7513
417.4133
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Rel. Int. gA
250
45
125
6000
7700
450
300
400
200
100
70
150
100
300
175
125
500
20
13800
500
15000
1800
950
350
890
750
200
200
400

6.60E+08
1.00E+08
1.00E+09

9.60E+08
6.40E+08
1.43E+08

Table 6: Emission lines for Al neutral atom in the wavelength range of 300nm-420nm.

λ (nm)

Rel. Int.

300.502
305.0073
305.4679
305.7144
305.9029
305.9924
306.429
306.512
306.6145
308.2153
308.702
308.982
309.271
309.2839
320.339
324.159
325.16
328.22
343.9347
344.364
344.4865
345.2657
345.8216
345.8216
346.98
347.9806
348.2628
393.1996
393.5677
394.4006

1
13
5
14
4
4
7
1
5
24g
5
1
26g
20g
4
3
2
3
6g
9g
6g
2g
6g*
6g*
1
5
5
5
4
24g

gA

2.50E+08

4.40E+08
4.80E+07

9.86E+07
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